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Build School Around Every Student
All students have the right to experience success at their level, based on their unique needs, and
within an environment that works best for them. We know that educators are at the heart of
that story and we believe in the endless possibilities created by an environment and structure
that enables all students to thrive. Edmentum empowers educators to transform their approach
and build school around the needs of each individual learner to make personalized learning an
achievable reality in every classroom.

Assessments
for Learning:

Valid and reliable assessments
used to benchmark learning
needs, formatively assess
learning, and support
classroom practice

Digital
Curriculum:

WE BUILD

SCHOOL

Educational
Consulting:

Educational consulting,
professional learning,
technical services,
and support to power
successful implementations

AROUND
STUDENTS

We. Are. Edmentum.

Digital curriculum that is
rigorously aligned to state
standards and flexible
for use in any learning
environment

Instructional
Support Services:

Wraparound services
to support studentcentered virtual learning,
including mentoring,
grading, diploma-granting
instruction, and more

Our curriculum, assessments, and services can help you:
Implement assessment-driven
individualized learning

Integrate digital curriculum as the
primary curricular resource

Focus instruction on essential
knowledge and skills

Launch and maintain a fully
virtual learning program

Address learning gaps and
mitigate learning loss

Provide standards-based practice
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Exact Path
K–12
Intervention
Personalized Learning

Courseware
6–Adult
First-Time Credit
Credit Recovery

Partnering with over 8,000 school
districts across the U.S.

Calvert Learning
K–5
Digital Curriculum
Project-Based Learning (PBL)

+
Engaging over 7 million
students annually

EdOptions Academy
K–12
Virtual Learning
Instructional Services

Apex Learning

If you’re looking for a
company who offers
not only a great product
online but also wonderful,
personable, skilled,
knowledgeable, and
passionate people, then
you’re wanting to choose
Edmentum because I
found all of those things.
—Dawn Bowles,
Principal
Millwood High School, OK

6–12
Orginal Credit
Targeted Tutorials
Virtual Learning

Study Island
K–12
Practice
Formative Assessment

Reading Eggs
Pre-K–6
Early Literacy
Reading Comprehension

BASE Education
1–12
Student Well-Being
Social-Emotional Learning

Exact Path
K–12 diagnostic-driven, direct instruction
Exact Path personalizes instruction by offering evidence-based adaptive diagnostic assessments and
individualized learning paths for K–12 grade students in math, reading, and language arts. Available
as stand-alone tools or in combination, our award-winning assessment pinpoints each student’s
precise strengths, needs, and academic readiness, while learning paths create a unique academic
instructional plan to accelerate growth goals and facilitate targeted support and intervention.
Diagnose learning needs with
our valid adaptive assessments, or
leverage your data from NWEA®
MAP® or Renaissance Star®

Instruct K–12 students with
mastery-based curriculum and
automatic remediation at the
discrete skill level

Target unique learner needs
and plan your next move with
digital assignments and built-in
grouping tools

Analyze growth and progress
and understand usage via
aggregated data views and
student reports

Third-party tier II ESSA evidence confirms that students who use
Exact Path learning paths demonstrate positive, statistically
significant growth on the diagnostic.

Accelerate Learning and
Promote Growth with Exact Path

Whether students require remediation, skills reinforcement, or rigorous enrichment, Exact
Path works to understand each student’s specific needs and then meets them where they are
ready to learn. As students succeed, they are rewarded with built-in mastery trophies and if
remediation is required, building blocks deliver just-in-time support to accelerate back to grade
level. Each step of the way, educators are supported with powerful assignment features, flexible
grouping tools, and meaningful data to measure growth and guide academic recovery.

20,000+

Unique Assessment Items
for Math, Reading, and
Language Arts

9,000+

Learning Activities for
Instruction, Practice, and
Assessment

Teachers will find
value in [Exact Path]
because it is valuable,
and it speaks for itself.
It’s almost like having
a co-teacher with you
that can remediate
and accelerate.
— Dr. Cyndee Blount
Principal
Acquinton Elementary School, VA

Courseware
6–adult customizable digital curriculum
When students enter middle and high school, their interests, skills, and plans for the future
impact the courses they need to take to be ready for the next step. With Courseware, address
every student’s needs with a robust collection of standards-based online curriculum. Our course
offering includes core subjects, courses for use with Advanced Placement® (AP®) exams, career
and technical education (CTE), electives, World Languages, and ELL Foundations courses to help
ELLs build English-language proficiency.
Expand course offerings,
and scale the impact of your
teaching staff

Implement flexible curricula that
allows a seamless transition between
in-person and virtual learning

Track student progress
with powerful reporting and
pacing interfaces

Increase graduation rates and keep
students on track with courses that
can be completed from anywhere
with an Internet connection

Educators attribute the use of Courseware to improved school ratings
and graduation rates.

Advanced Placement® and AP® are trademarks registered and/or owned by the College Board, which was not involved in the production of, and does not endorse, this product.

Keep All Students Engaged and On Track
with Edmentum Courseware

Courseware’s multi-modal learning units feature reading, writing, video, audio, and other
interactive lessons to keep your students engaged, build mastery, and reinforce real-world
application for lasting learning. Plus, robust reporting options, grading options, and data
dashboards allow you to track progress in real time and ensure that program goals are met.

30,000+
Hours of
Instruction

400+

Semesters of
Engaging Courses

“I have worked with
[Courseware] for
a very long time,
and it’s always met
my students’ needs
and exceeded my
expectations. . . .
Our credit numbers
have doubled since
we started using
[Courseware] and
doing acceleration.
— Dr. Leslie Sparacello
Principal
Midland Senior High School, TX

Calvert Learning
K–5 project-based digital curriculum
Students deserve a high-quality and impactful educational experience, whether learning occurs
in a physical classroom or a virtual environment. With Calvert Learning digital curriculum,
educators can enhance blended and virtual learning opportunities with K–5 online courses in
ELA, math, science, social studies, art, health, and P.E.

Engage students with active
project-based learning (PBL)

Track progress and identify needs
with easy-to-understand reports

Equip teachers for virtual
learning success with curriculum,
professional learning, and support

Collaborate with parents,
guardians, and caregivers through
a designated portal

Calvert Learning digital curriculum uses the research-based PLUS
framework. It actively engages students in PROJECTS that allow them to
apply what they LEARN, USE it in practical and meaningful ways, and then
SHOW it to demonstrate mastery and build confidence.

Elevate Elementary Virtual and Blended
Instruction with Calvert Learning

Calvert Learning digital curriculum provides a unique approach to education that will foster a
love of learning in your students. Students engage with curriculum online, and print materials are
also available for offline learning. The Calvert Learning platform makes it easy for educators to
gain insight into student progress, pacing, and assessment results and to take action by providing
intervention, providing acceleration, and delivering custom feedback. Parents, guardians, and
caregivers are provided with their own portal to the Calvert Learning platform so that they can
support their children throughout the learning journey.
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Projects are embedded
throughout Calvert
courses to give
students fun and
engaging real-world
opportunities to
creatively show what
they have learned.

Courses contain
a variety of active
learning activities that
encourage students to
think independently
and formatively assess
their understanding.

Students complete
mastery assessments
at the end of each
lesson to ensure that
they can use what
they have learned and
demonstrate mastery.

Students have many
opportunities to show
what they’ve learned
and receive teacher
feedback.

EdOptions Academy
K–12 student-centered virtual learning
To meet the needs of all learners in your district, providing virtual learning options is a necessity.
EdOptions Academy is a fully accredited Kindergarten through career online school that pairs
Edmentum’s award-winning Courseware and Calvert Learning curricula with state-certified
teachers, expert program management, and holistic student and instructional support services
to help educators meet the needs of more learners.
Retain enrollment with an
in-district virtual school that
meets learners’ individual
interests, schedules, and goals

Offer alternative pathways to
graduation for students who have
struggled to thrive in the traditional
classroom

Address staffing shortages
with accredited core and elective
courses led by certified teachers

Maximize school resources by
partnering with Edmentum to
provide fully virtual courses and
instructional support services

In 2019, students enrolled in EdOptions Academy courses maintained
a 92% course passing rate. This success starts with strong
relationships—95% of students say their EdOptions Academy virtual
teacher cares about their success.

Reach More Students Through Virtual
Learning with EdOptions Academy

In addition to partnering with districts to provide virtual school options, EdOptions Academy also
offers instructional support services to help your teachers become experts in virtual teaching and
learning. Edmentum’s mentoring program provides teachers the support and training they need to
teach successfully in a virtual setting. The program includes access to Edmentum’s digital curricula,
a professional learning community, small-group cohorts, and ongoing mentoring with master virtual
teachers. To help your teachers scale up to support more learners, EdOptions Academy also offers
grading assistance—subject-matter experts with instructional experience provide meaningful
instructional feedback and grading to virtual students.

500+

400+

Courses
Available

Choose from a variety
of options to build your
virtual program:

Student
Success
Coach

Grading
Assistance

Certified
Teachers

Virtual
Teacher
Mentoring

K–12
Digital
Curricula

Utilizing online
learning [through
Edmentum] has
helped us graduate
students with
our high school
diploma that
simply would not
have graduated.
— Vern Reed
Alternative Program Coodinator
West Burlinton ISD, IA

Certiﬁed
Teacher of
Record

1:1
Online
Tutoring

Apex Learning
6-12 Digital Curriculum and Virtual Learning
Students learn when they are constructively challenged. Apex curriculum features the rigor
and supports—through extensive scaffolding and embedded learning tools—that prepare all
students to succeed and thrive. Apex Courses and Tutorials are proven to impact the things that
matter most: increased student achievement, increased graduation rates, and more students
who are college and career ready. Apex Courses are available for core, AP®, CTE, electives,
and world languages, and Tutorials are available for core subjects, college entrance exam
preparation, and high school equivalency exam preparation.

Fill learning gaps, increase exam
scores, and complement classroom
instruction with Tutorials

Empower educators with
actionable data to facilitate timely
course corrections and interventions

Engage students through active
learning that sticks with them far
beyond the next lesson or quiz

Provide virtual learning options
with Apex courses paired with
highly qualified teachers

Results from more than 25 research studies demonstrate that Apex
Courses and Tutorials have a positive impact on graduation rates and
state assessment scores. Apex efficacy studies meet ESSA standards.

Unlock More Success for
More Students with Apex Learning

Apex Courses and Tutorials are focused on making learning stick and helping to accelerate
learning for every student. To meet students where they are and move them to mastery, Apex
Courses offer different levels of support— from foundational to honors—with no loss of rigor.
Apex Tutorials provide a quick way to remediate learning gaps and provide a path to proficiency
using standards-based instruction, practice, and review. With Apex Courses and Tutorials,
every student, regardless of their learning pathway or the supports they access, is placed on a
trajectory toward success.

200+
Courses
available

30+
Tutorials

25+
Efficacy
Studies

Apex Learning online
courses are rigorous
in content and match
well with our core
curriculum. Without
Apex Learning digital
curriculum, many
seniors would not
have had a chance to
graduate on time.
— Stacy Jordison
Assistant Principal
Auburn HS, WA

Study Island
K–12 practice and formative assessments
Educators work hard to deliver impactful instruction every day, but how do they know if
students are retaining the material? With Study Island, educators don’t have to wonder. Our
standards-based formative assessment and practice program for math, ELA, science, and social
studies provides educators with the tools and data needed to ensure that all students develop
mastery of grade-level content for success on state assessments and beyond.
Boost student achievement
through embedded state assessment
preparation with practice items built
from your state standards

Save time by letting us handle
the question writing, assessment
grading, and test preparation

Improve mastery and retention
through ongoing practice with
built-in games

Make instruction more effective
with high-quality formative
assessments

Results from multiple third-party and Edmentum research studies
demonstrate that Study Island has a positive, statistically
significant effect on student achievement. Study Island meets ESSA
requirements of an “evidence-based” intervention and meets What Works
Clearinghouse™ Group Design Standards with Reservations.

Boost Standards Mastery and
Achievement with Study Island

Deliver independent practice or deploy targeted support with flexible tools in Study Island.
Features like games and Group Sessions bring fun to mastering grade-level standards,
while Test Builder allows educators to create custom assessments to measure proficiency.
Additionally, we offer benchmarks built from your state assessment blueprint that provide
insight into state-level performance indicators. Each step of the way, our live data dashboard
and robust reports give educators actionable data to drive instruction.

600K+

Practice and
Assessment Items

12

Technology-Enhanced
Item Types

4,600+

Videos, Virtual Labs,
PBL Activities, and More

There was a direct
correlation to the
growth of those
schools that used
[Study Island] with
fidelity and used it
often. . . . it is one
of the keys to
our success.
— Russell Hughes
Superintendent
Walton County School District, FL

Reading Eggs
Pre-K–6 phonics, reading, and comprehension
When students crack the code on reading, they unlock their academic potential. In fact, research
confirms that early literacy has a tremendous impact on academic success, and many states
even include 3rd grade reading proficiency goals in their ESSA plans. Edmentum’s dynamic
three-in-one literacy solution—Reading Eggs, Reading Eggspress, and Fast Phonics—is designed
to help students build and reinforce their core reading skills in a rich, interactive online world
aligned to the five pillars of reading.
Scaffold learning with a short
placement test followed by a
sequenced path of lessons

Monitor progress and Lexile®
measure gains via detailed
teacher reports

Motivate learning with friendly
characters, games, and Golden
Egg rewards

Support teachers with Big
Books and printable worksheets
for small-group instruction and
learning centers

An Oklahoma case study found that students who spent just 30 minutes
per week in the Reading Eggs program during the 2019–20 school year
improved their reading proficiency scores, growing an average of
one grade level.

Develop Lifelong Readers
with Reading Eggs

Reading Eggs begins at an absolute emergent level supporting pre-K through 2nd grade students
as they successfully start their journey toward becoming proficient readers. Reading Eggspress
builds on students’ love for reading and develops comprehension skills for 2nd through 6th
grade learners. The newest learning area, Fast Phonics, focuses entirely on synthetic phonics
instruction and supports emergent and early K through 1st grade readers and those in need of
additional phonics-based intervention.

600+

Leveled Lessons
with Focused
Activities and
Games

2,500+
Fiction and
Nonfiction Titles
in the Digital
Library

1,000+
Phonics,
Comprehension,
and Handwriting
Worksheets

[Students] don’t
even realize that
they’re learning.
They think they’re
playing, and that’s
been great too!
— Courtney Munsell
Kindergarten Teacher
Fortville Elementary School, IN

BASE Education
1-12 online social-emotional learning curriculum
Edmentum believes in the promise and potential of supporting the whole learner. As part of
that belief, we proudly partner with CASEL-designated BASE Education to offer social-emotional
learning (SEL) assessment and curriculum that is rooted in mental health and wellness principles
and underscored by clinical research. As students regulate their emotions and behaviors, develop
relationship skills and social awareness, and practice critical decision-making to plan for their futures,
BASE Education and social-emotional learning serve as powerful tools at the heart of that work.
Assess and instruct with one
program that identifies SEL
strengths and needs and delivers
100+ courses
Support a range of SEL
implementations with selfdirected student curriculum,
teacher-guided direct instruction,
and family learning access

Impact social-emotional
skills for all and intervene with
students who are most at risk

Navigate impacts of a changing
world with evidence-based
curriculum that creates a safe
space for mental health and
wellness education

BASE Education is CASEL-designated (the Collaborative for Academic,
Social, and Emotional Learning) and thereby recognized by the
leading organization behind SEL research for being well-designed and
evidence-based.

Support the Whole Learner with
BASE Education

Did you know that students who receive SEL instruction perform better academically than
their peers? Supporting the development of these skills can help increase engagement, build
connections, and remedy behavioral challenges. In every BASE Education course, students are
given the opportunity to define and reflect on their values, knowledge, and behavior as aligned
to the topic being explored; learn coping strategies; and dispel barriers to success; and set plans
in place for forward thinking using a strengths-based approach.

Nonacademic
Course Design
Minimal text, calming design, and vivid imagery
tap into the emotional center of the brain.

Flexibility & Built-In Tools
Courses are oﬀered in more than 50
languages, with text-to-speech,
vocabulary tools, and educator guides.

Parent/Guardian Portal
Companion courses provide parents,
families, and caregivers language and
insights to connect with their student.

Progress Monitoring
Course progress and student responses are
captured, including potentially harmful
FirewordsTM, to inform intervention.

BASE is a socialemotional, Webbased program
that is saving lives,
changing behaviors,
and creating honest
relationships between
adults and hard-toreach teens.
— Anthony Streno
Director of Student Services
Westminster Public Schools, CO

Implement Effectively with
Edmentum Services

Seamlessly integrate Edmentum programs
We realize that our programs are only a portion of your larger digital ecosystem. That’s why we
work closely with schools and districts to ensure that our solutions are integrated with what you
already have in place. These technical services include setup, training, and ongoing support.
Student Information System (SIS) and Single Sign-On (SSO) Integrations
Automatically import and sync school, teacher, and student roster data, and access accounts
with greater ease and security. Available integrations include:

SIS Integrations

SSO Integrations

Clever

Clever

ClassLink

ClassLink

Genius

Google
Microsoft Office 365

Edmentum can support additional options for directly integrating with
your SIS through our native API and other solutions.

Reading Eggs

Study Island

Exact Path

Courseware

Apex Learning

Calvert Learning

Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI) Integrations
Integrate Edmentum Courseware, Exact Path, or Calvert Learning with your learning
management system (LMS). Available integrations include:
n Blackboard

n Schoology

n Any LTI 1.1 or 1.2
certified LMS

Assessment Integrations
Leverage data from your current assessments to kick-start learning in Edmentum programs.
n NWEA® MAP® – Exact Path, Study Island

n Renaissance Star® – Exact Path

Consulting

Achieve your goals with
expert educational consulting
As a partner to more than 8,000 school districts
nationwide, we understand that implementing
a new program can be challenging. Edmentum
partners with you to provide the educational
consulting and support you need to successfully
implement your Edmentum programs and
achieve your goals.

Coaching
Professional
Learning

Through our three-pronged approach of consulting, professional learning, and coaching, our
team of educators will help you:

Develop a custom plan
aligned to your objectives

Build capacity through
professional learning and
coaching
Evaluate progress toward
outcomes and adjust as
needed
Achieve and exceed your
program objectives

This is the first time I
feel like we have truly
partnered and not just
bought a product. The
success of my students is
just as important to the
staff of Edmentum as it is
for me as superintendent
of our district.
— Dr. Gale D. Satchel
Superintendent
Colbert County Schools, AL

Contact us today for more information.
www.edmentum.com - 800.447.5286

edmentum.com
800.447.5286
info@edmentum.com
AC008-141 072722

5600 W 83rd Street
Suite 300, 8200 Tower
Bloomington, MN 55437
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